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Award winning Bestselling Author Blue Saffire presents
Brothers Black 5: Felix The Watch Book 5 in the Brothers Black Series
I’m a P.K., a pastor’s kid. I’ve done almost everything I’ve been told since I was a little girl,—no matter how
confining that has felt. I’ve hidden my dreams and desires to toe the line.

So imagine the burn of being blamed for something you didn’t do.

There has only ever been one person that truly gets me. He’s the only one that knows who I want to be. Felix
Black. He’s been there for me for as long as I can remember. Always listening, always watching, always
teaching, always encouraging me.

Which is why I shouldn’t be shocked when he finds me.

It’s my job to watch. To be the eyes for everyone else. I guess that’s why my best friend tasked me with
watching over his sister. Yet, that’s something he never had to ask for.

Guilt for what I’ve missed isn’t what has me determined to give Kaye the world. I’ve loved her forever. I
will always make sure she’s alright.

And he does give me the world. Felix has the key that unlocks what’s been hidden. His love, his touch, his
attention sets a fire that blazes a trail, leaving nothing but black smoke in its wake. When the smoke settles,
we’ll just have to see what’s left.

*This is Book 5 in the Brothers Black Series a spin-off from the bestselling, award winning, Legally Bound
Series. While you can read this book as a standalone, it will enhance the read to Blue’s books in the provided
book order. Blue Saffire’s books are written to weave, loop and intertwine with one another. You will find
that the series build together for a greater experience.
This is the read order for the best experience.

Legally Bound 1
Legally Bound 2: Against the Law
Legally Bound 3: His Law
Perfect For Me 1
Hush 1: Family Business
Ballers 1: His Game
Brothers Black 1: Wyatt the Heart Breaker
Legally Bound 4: Allegations of Love
Hush 2: Slow Burn
Legally Bound 5.0: Sam
Ballers 2: His Final Play
Legally Bound 5.1: Tasha Illegal Dealings
Brothers Black 2: Noah the Beast



Legally Bound 5.3 & 5.4
Where the Pieces Fall
Brothers Black 3: Toby the Protector
Brothers Black 4: Braxton the Charmer
Brothers Black 5: Felix the Watch
Brothers Black 6: Ryan the Joker coming soon ….

**This book has strong language and sexual content. This Book is for Mature Readers 18+
***To keep up with release dates sign up for the mailing list at www.bluesaffire.com
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From Reader Review Brothers Black 5: Felix the Watcher for
online ebook

TOwens says

WOW

I could sit here and write a book about how much I love this book but I’m sure readers would prefer the real
book. So I’ll just say this. I knew when she first introduced the Brothers Black crew to us that Felix would be
my favorite. There’s nothing better than a truly intelligent man. We knew he’d be hot, they all are. We knew
he’d be smart. We knew he’d be passionate, it runs in the family. But, what we didn’t know was how she’d
make us fall COMPLETELY IN LOVE WITH HIM. Every woman that reads this book will wish they were
Kaye. The love they share is absolutely AMAZING. I laughed, I cried, I got angry and I fell.....hard. I’ve
read every one of Blue Saffire’s books and swear that each one just gets better and better. She has me as a
fan for life.

Marianne says

A word to describe my thoughts on this book is different because this book is different. Less drama than
usual but I think that we have had the honor to see the author. With Kaye, Blue has tried to give the readers
her side of the story. She has told us how difficult is to be a writer. The fans that can finish to overwhelm
you, the weight problems throughout the book. I think that we have had the pleasure to meet the real Blue
Safire and I really appreciate her for the decision she has made. This was the first time we knew nothing
about a Black love interest. We didn’t have a clue. I think she did it on purpose so we could feel more what
she wanted to say through her words.
This story is also another confirmation of the fact that she’s trying to draw a path but unfortunately, we need
to wait a little more for everything to start making sense. She’s setting a new beginning. She’s telling us that
it’s time to take a step forward and let new characters to give us their sides of their stories. I am dying to read
John story and I need to know who Jordan’s parents are. She has matured in a thoughtful and attentive writer
and she’s is creating an intricate yet wonderful world.
I don’t give five stars just because I’m a sucker for drama but personally I think that this is one the most
intimate book of Blue and now I understand why it took a while to be written.

**SPOILER ALERT. DO NOT READ OVER IF YOU HAVENT’S FINISHED THE BOOK**
You almost fooled us with the bathroom scene. Before Kaye words, I really thought that Felix was Jordan
father. Even if in the previous book she was trying to flush Felix puppy down the toilet. You’re too much:)

La Vida Rose says

You gotta love the Black brothers. Felix is no exception. He's got his own personality, but he's got that
possessive, all-emcompasing, let me claim my woman thing they all seem to have in common going on. The
object of his affections is Kaye, his best friend's sister. Kaye's brother dies in a tragic car accident in one of
the previous Brothers Black novels (can't remember which one it was) but we dig deeper in this book. Kaye
is a budding romance novelist and Felix is basically the perfect cheerleader. Like he's gotta be the most



supportive boyfriend I've ever read about lol He's fully invested in helping Kaye with her love scene
"research" to the point that..well..you'll see when you read it. The beanies he likes to wear and is wearing on
the cover is talked about a lot throughout the book too. It's cute. I enjoyed the relationship between the two.
There were some complications, but not as much drama as what some of the other brothers had to go through
for YEARS with their wives. We are also introduced more to Carmen and her budding relationship with
Ryan Black whose book is coming up next. Good read!

Fashionista says

I love Felix & his beanie & his glasses - SO SEXY! ?
Felix and his Brothers Black tattoo across his ribs - they will cover you - my rib! *clutch the pearls*
Read it - you won't be disappointed!

evette w says

Yeah This Is Good!!?

I have so waited for the next installment in this series and I have to say it was just spectacular!I think that
every time I read about this family something in every story touches something and it is that feeling of
romance and life.The chemistry is so off the charts that you just sit in awe thinking my goodness.The writer
does something that few can do or get,and that is giving you something different and fresh.With every story
in this series you get a different character and you get a new story and get to read with new eyes and a clear
mind.This is just a really good romance and a really good story.If you have not picked up this series then
what are you reading! My plea to the writer please don't wait to lo g for the next installment but don't rush
perfection.Maybe we could get little in between happenings with this family.Oh I'm going to need a series on
the McGowan Clan.

Afree says

MADE ME THINK

I have been a fan, (now I hate to use that word) for many years. Each book shows me more about her talent
and style. I have to say because I read a large amount of indie authors works it made me evaluate how I come
across to the writers.
What I will say about the book is that I have questions and even more questions. Very well written, hot as
ever, plots on point.
Felix is my next favorite Black next to Wyatt. Please read this series. Start from the beginning.

Woodie's (my name is Tina) says

Addictive



O! My, these sexy band of brothers are so addictive! Up next bring it on Ryan and John. Gimme more.

Vikki L Harris-Dooley says

Felix and Kaye rock!

I knew I was going to love Felix, he was my favorite of the brothers just from his description. I loved the fact
that he watched over everyone. I was soooo glad when he found Kaye in New York and brought her into the
family and started showing how much loved her from the very beginning. I was really saddened by Danny
and Alberto's deaths. I am so happy how the story turned out with Kaye getting to be her true self and getting
the strength from Felix to be able to write and share her stories. I love these two so much. I shouldn't say
they are my favorite duo, because I love all of the couples in all of the books. I guess I related more to them
because they didn't have trials and tribulations until they did. And they seemed to happen organically
because both of them were in their feelings and didn't want to hurt the others' feelings. It shows how
important communication is in a relationship. I loved this book from start to finish. I'm sad because their
story ended for now. I am waiting for Ryan and Carmen's story with bated breath and serious anticipation.
God Bless you, Ms Saffire. Your writing is amazing.

veronica earley says

WOW!!! five stars are not nearly enough

You did it again Blue, this book was FIRE!!!, let me tell You!!! Blue i have read everything that you have
written and never have you disappointed., But I think that Felix story is my favorite, and he is most definitely
my Brothers Black book boo. The things he says to get are so FREAKING HOT!!!??? I mean spoken HOT!!
I can not wait to read the other brothers and cousin's stories, especially that Ryan what he told Carmen about
what she needs to know about him. DAM!!!! I was like girl you better drink so act right juice, and quit
playing. I WANT A BROTHER, COUSIN, OR HELL A FRIEND OF THE Blacks for my very own, where
they make them at?!?!? All I'm saying. Real talk if you have not heard of read this authors books especially
these series, then quit trippen and get on your reading game, because you are sleeping in one of the best
writers in the game. Excellent book, excellent story, plot, character development, funny as hell, and sooooo!!
sooooo!! romantic. BRAVO ? Ms. blue, BRAVO ???

Lissa Smith Reads'~Bookaholics Bookshelf Reviews says

5 Star Kindle Unlimited Read

Outstanding read! Blue Saffire has become one of my favorite authors for creating fictitious worlds that
spin-off each other. Even better is she does it without regurgitating the same book over and over. She builds
story lines that revolves around the characters and sometimes over lap. However, each book has its own
unique romance and she doesn't skip on action. Moreover, she creates powerful emotions with meanings. I
can't wait to read more!

**Please toggle or advance to 100% at the end of every Kindle Unlimited book so that authors are paid for



their work properly. Thank you. **

 UPDATE
Yes, I love this world so much that when I finally made it through my massive amounts of email and noticed
new releases... I had to start from the beginning. As a woman, I love these alpha in control men that will do
anything to protect their families and the women they love. But I also love these strong woman who stand
beside their men, not behind!

Jasmine says

Whew these brothers

I've been curious about Felix since Wyatt's book. I just had a feeling his story would be a great one. I love
how he loved her enough to wait until she achieved her dreams. That Club Desire scene * fans self* who
knew Kaye had it in her. I still live for Cass she is something serious. I noticed what Felix notice after book ,
the Blacks have a certain type of women in common, and I'm here for it. I'm curious to see what's bothering
Uncle Ronan and Carrick. I know whatever it is will make for a great story. I can't believe July 7th 2019 will
make a year since I first read Legally Bound. Ever since then Blue has had me hooked and has never
disappointed me. Not only do I reccomend this book I reccomend all her books. Give them a try I promise
you won't regret it.

Tamara Maye says

This book is so good I didn't want the book to end.

Nene says

Wow! This is another great book by Blue Saffire the storyline was fantastic. I loved the relationship between
the two main characters. I would recommend this book and can't wait for Ryan Black book. Oh! I forgot to
add Cassidy Black what she did to her sons was funny as hell. You just got to love her.

Jann says

This author has made sooo much progress in her writing which has multiplied my ability to enjoy reading her
stories. There are a few errors in terms of grammar still but I overlooked those(if you’ve read previous
stories, you would know how bad it used to be).
FYI: ...and yes, I’m shouting: JAMAICAN PEOPLE DO N!O!T! speak patois(creole) all the time. WE
SPEAK STANDARD ENGLISH just like everybody else...just like I’m typing now.

The depiction of our Jamaican patois was SUBPAR at best n DISRESPECTFUL at worst! In a setting such
as the one where the grandparents were invited to the party, they wouldn’t be dropping the patois just like
that; moreover, we deh a ‘foreign’ with white ppl who don’t know what we are saying so no-that scence was



farrr from remotely accurate as humanly possible.

Me granny use to seh no chubble wah no chubble yuh! Stick to di evil wah yuh kno’(please and thank you)

Leanna Terrell says

Of Course It's Felix

Yeah baby, each time another Brothers Black comes out I think that's close to being my favorite. Felix is
giving my main man Wyatt Arvin for his money. I must admit, I was getting a little frustrated with Felix and
Kate being at cross purposes for so long. Everyone could see they were crazy about each other. I'm so
envious of the closeness of all the families like the Blacks, the O'Briens and McGowans. Now it will be
interesting to see if Dashawn's biological mom reappears.
It was getting very hairy with Kaye's "Super Fan." I'm also interested in seeing what's up with the actor
McTavish? There were some characters mentioned, and now I'll have to go back and re-read the previous
Brothers Blacks to reacquaint myself, such as The two missing cousins, especially Ciara . Also what's going
on with Carrick. I's he hooked on one of kaye's friends or someone else?
Anyways, this was so well written, this kept me interested and anxious through the entire book. And now I'm
expectant, waiting for the next book. I hate to be one of those readers bugging you for the next one, but l
guess I am, PLEASE!


